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Franchising Sentiment Shows Continued  

Optimism 

Franchize Consultants’ April 2014 Franchising Confidence Index  continues the optimistic outlook across many key 

growth drivers, albeit slightly subdued from the last quarter, as reported by responding Franchisors and Service 

Providers.   Franchisors remain very positive in their 

outlook for general business conditions (net 63%), and 

sales levels per franchisee (net 66%).  However, 

franchisor growth (net 41%) - decreased 21% from the 

previous quarter.  Franchisors on balance held a neutral 

to negative view on the availability of suitable 

franchisees (negative 3%) and locations ( net 7%), 

availability of suitable staff (negative net  19%), and 

operating costs per franchisee (negative net  6%).  

Meanwhile franchisors still reported a solid outlook for 

franchisee profitability (net 50%), arguably a franchise 

system’s most important key growth driver.  

The outlook for general business conditions is a key 

measure for this research because it can be compared with many other general business confidence surveys.    

Franchisor sentiment (net 63%) was slightly down from the record levels of the previous quarter (net 79%). 

However, the majority of responding Service Providers also still reported record elevated levels for general 

business conditions (net 93%). 

We note the net 63% positivity experienced by franchisors is shared by other research involving general business, 

including the BNZ (net 64% in April), ANZ Business Outlook (67% in March) and NZIER (52% in March) business 

confidence surveys.  

 

RESULTS SUMMARY TABLE * 

 

*The figures indicate ‘net’ confidence. Net’ confidence is the difference between those reporting ‘better’ and ‘worse’  
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Franchisor sentiment for franchisor growth fell from a 

net 61% from the previous quarter to a net 41%. 

Service Providers mirrored this sentiment and reported 

net 69%, also down from 93% in the last quarter.  

 

 

 

 

Franchisor sentiment toward  access to suitable franchisees decreased slightly (from 0%) to negative net 3%.    

Franchisor sentiment decreased for  access to suitable staff (from net 3% to negative net 19%), but availability to 

suitable locations increased slighty (from 0% to 7%). 

     

                             

Service Providers were slightly more subdued in their outlook in two of these dimensions from the results of the 

previous quarter.  Access to suitable franchisees (net 47% previously has decreased to  8%), they also reported 

lower levels of confidence in the outlook for accessing suitable staff (from net 13% to negative net 15%).   
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Franchisors reported a small decrease in sentiment for access to financing, from 9% to net 3%, however Service 

Providers increased slightly from a net 33% to net 38%. 

Net Franchisor (66%) and Service Provider (85%) sentiment toward future franchisee sales levels also rose from the 

last quarter. Meanwhile, the outlook for franchisee operating costs remained negative.  Franchisors (negative net 

6%), and Service Providers (negative net 46%), both expecting operating costs to increase.   

 

  

 

Franchisors still demonstrated solid, positive sentiment 

toward franchisee profitability levels, reporting a net 50%, 

however Service Providers were more cautious than the 

previous quarter, reporting a decrease from net 60% 

previously to net 31% this quarter. 
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Franchising Outlook  

Franchisors were asked for qualitative responses on how things were looking in their sector. Twenty three 

franchisors responded. Many noted that they were experiencing improvements in demand, with positive 

expectations for the next 12 months.  While not all companies identified their sectors, positive franchisors included 

the automotive sector, and companies operating in construction and related services (e.g. landscape supplies).  

However, retail food reported a highly competitive market with increasing costs and a shortage of staff, with other 

sectors also expecting costs to increase.  The following examples are indicative of this varied sentiment: 

 Automotive Sector; new car sales at record highs which lowers repair numbers but WOF and servicing 

interval changes mean dealers are looking at ways to lower costs or increase revenue which offers new 

opportunities for us. End result; we are changing our business model slightly towards sub-licensing to 

encourage and allow for expansion of existing franchisee businesses. Generally therefore exciting growth 

possibilities” 

 “Building - have seen a general uptrend throughout the country. Both Lifestyle and Rural markets are showing an 

uplift. Consumer sentiment more positive” 

 “Construction more positive in Auckland and Christchurch” 

 “ We are in the building, construction, infrastructure sectors and things are going really well in NZ not so good in OZ 

 “Residential renovation – good market activity both with enquiry and conversion” 

 “Landscape Supplies – things are improving as subdivisions and housing start to pick up” 

 “Residential renovating- good levels of inquiry and work. Skill shortages in upper Noth Island and Christchurch 

impeding growth” 

 “Retail food - outlook for sales better - Interesting is Banks not as easy with financing due to Reserve Bank 

requirements on them - some signs of issues of getting skilled staff, there is a serious shortage of chefs in hospitality at 

this time - operating costs are same but occupancy costs are rising as landlords pass on insurance premium increases, 

waiting for dairy price rises to be passed on” 

 “Hospitality / QSR - sales have been positive and this is flowing through to more favourable margins” 

 “Frozen treat sector challenged by deluge of frozen yoghurt operators” 

 “Cafe. Highly competitive at consumer level as well as at franchisee & site acquisition level” 

 “Optics - expecting growth however costs are expected to rise at similar levels” 

  “Commercial Services - still some inertia. We have no problem recruiting suitable franchisees our problem is finding 

new work. Rates are being sorely challenged so we have to work hard on adding value. We continue to work hard 

finding better and more efficient ways of doing business. Overheads, systems smarts and labour efficiencies” 

 “Distribution - higher costs to serve, reduced margins due to competition results in decreased profitability” 

 “Health retail - Still difficult and patchy but it seems our group taking market share” 

 “Pet Industry - Fairly static at the moment, although this time of year is our historical lull” 

 “Our dog minding services are a luxury for most - so as the economy improves so does sales” 
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Service Providers were similarly asked how they thought things were looking for franchisors and franchisees.  Most 

responses were positive; however there was some concern for rising costs.   Key examples include:  

 “Improved consumer confidence will deliver increased sales but this will be tempered by rising costs (utilities, interest 
rates etc) and more problems arising from securing suitable locations as earthquake strengthening issues become 
more evident” 

 “Current trends would indicate cost of funding will increase and that is likely to have some effect on both leverage 
ratios and returns required to make ventures successful.  Franchisors will need to ensure models are sound and 
percentages being asked for allow for a fair return to all” 

 “Many businesses are starting to look to a better future but some are still struggling.  It depends on the industry sector 
that you are in.  It is a variable speed economy” 

 “Market conditions still tough for franchisees in certain industries.  Franchisors generally better off” 

 “A lot more activity, activity and conversion means better growth prospects for franchisors” 

 “Pretty good reflecting the improvement in the economy” 

 “Costs will increase - interest charges and staff. It is an election year so some risk that end of third and start of 4th 
quarter will be flat” 

 

Concluding Comment 

Overall, Franchize Consultants’ Franchising Confidence Index in April 2014 demonstrates continued positivity, 

though not quite as high as the record levels recorded in the previous quarter.   This positive sentiment is shared by 

other recent general business confidence surveys.   

Franchisors continue to maintain an optimistic outlook for general business conditions, sales levels per franchisee, 

and franchisor growth prospects.  We were also encouraged to record an increase in positivity for franchisee 

profitability, arguably a franchise system’s most important key performance indicator. In contrast, however, it is 

interesting to note a general decline in the perceived availability of suitable locations and staff as other dimensions 

recover.      

Despite the general positivity across key dimensions, the results and comments appear sector specific. Some areas 

of business such as construction (and related services) appear to be benefiting from a cyclical recovery that is 

contributing to an improved outlook for multiple players (and respondents). Others, such as many involved in food 

and beverage retail (e.g. cafes, fast food, deserts), make comments reflecting increasing competition, intensity of 

rivalry, rising operating costs and challenges finding key staff.   

Thus, the challenges for franchisors and franchisees remain. In order to achieve a mutually rewarding result, both 

parties (i.e. franchisors and franchisees) need to operate and execute excellent businesses. No sector offers a ‘free 

lunch.’  
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FRANCHISING CONFIDENCE CHARTS        

The following four illustrations present individual and net franchisor and Service Provider expectations (separate 

charts) for the following year across all questions, including general business conditions and franchisor growth 

prospects (covered above). 
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Franchising Confidence Index 

The Franchising Confidence Index represents the views and expectations of franchising, an important domain of business 

within the New Zealand economy.  

Franchising is a substantial and growing domain of business making up an important part of the New Zealand economy. The 

Franchising New Zealand 2012 survey, conducted by Massey University in collaboration with Griffith Business School, indicates 

New Zealand has 446 individual franchise systems comprising some 22,400 units (owned mostly by franchisees).  The survey 

also suggests local franchise systems employ some 100,000 people. Finally, local expert estimates of total franchise system 

turnover range from $15 to $25 billion – suggesting franchising is a strong contributor to New Zealand GDP – as it is around the 

world. Companies involved in franchising are as diverse as Foodstuffs (New World, PAK'nSAVE, Four Square), NZ Post, Fisher & 

Paykel, Contact Energy, McDonald’s, Columbus Coffee, Fastway Couriers, Harcourts and Fletcher Building. 

The Franchising Confidence Index represents confidence in key measures critical to the success of franchising in this country by 

reporting attitudes toward general business conditions, as well as key franchising growth determinants including access to 

capital, suitable potential franchisees, staff and locations. The Franchising Confidence Index also covers franchising health 

attributes and outcomes by exploring franchisee sales, operating costs and profitability, and franchise system growth 

prospects. 

The data and analysis presented represents the views of 32 franchisors and 13 Service Providers collected between Monday 7
th

 

and Friday 11th of April 2014. Findings from both groups are reported separately.   

Respondents were asked whether they expected conditions to be ‘better,’ ‘same’ or ‘worse.’ ‘Net’ confidence is the difference 

between those reporting ‘better’ and ‘worse.’ 

The data and analyses were compiled by Shelley Cross.  
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